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GBU-31 JDAM
GBU-31 JDAM WMIWMM8

LAU-68D/A Rocket Luncher
LAU-68D/A

LAU-3 Rocket Pod 
IAU-3jkS58O

Originally called the AIM-54C ECCM/Sealed. the 
"C+" could operate at higher temperatures in 
captive flight. Although it was theoretically 
possible to use this missile with the F-14Aand B. 
in practice the AIM-54C+ was used exclusively 
by the F-14D (which could only use the ’C*’). 
Consisting of two parts, our kit is slide molded 
for ease of clean up and painting.

AIM-54C+ Phoenix
AIM-54C

AIM-9L/M Sidewinder
AIM-9L/M

2004^9^30SIExt«tM®-;S^KS®4’iBiS.,

&SJ8f4!SL«09® GBU-31®a«W3» M900£fr

AIM-7M/P Sparrow
AIM-7M/P

These rocket launchers can be fired in single (one at a time) or ripple (one after the other in multiple 
shots) modes. The 2.75" rocket launchers are a cylindrical construction of seven aluminum launch 
tubes. These launch tubes are held together with metal ribs and are covered by an aluminum skin. The 
current 2.75" rockets are known as Hydra 70 rocket system, and use the Mk.66 rocket motor. The three 
fins are of the wrap-around type, and fit around the circumference of the rocket nozzle, Mk.66 is 
sometimes called a WAFAR (Wrap-Around Fin Aerial Rocket) instead of an FFAR (as in the LAU-3).

The LAU-3 rocket pod held 19 2.75" FFAR (Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket). The rockets could have 
different types of warheads. HE (high explosive) rockets were used against “soft" targets such as soft 
skinned vehicles or personnel. HEAT (high explosive anti-tank) heads had a shape charge and were 
used against armored vehicles. The LAU-3 pod was reusable and was returned with the aircraft for 
reloading and could be used on most aircraft and helicopters.

The AIM-7M was designed to provide enhanced capability 
against low altitude targets in an electronic jamming 
environment. The earlier AIM-7F (introduced in 1977) and 
AIM-7M (introduced in 1 982) were externally 
distinguishable by theirTarget Detecting Devices (TDD). 
The AIM-7F had two. located on the sides of the missile, 
while the AIM-7M had four, located in line with the wings. 
Early AIM-7F used the pointed radomes until the "blunter" 
Von Karman radome (check references) was introduced late 
in its production run and used by all AIM-7M/Ps. We have 
provided both types of radome.

AIM-7

IS^j SW)

AiM-9L/MwsEwaiJi-»iuii^Mwaww»«wififfim»riw^
^AIM-9C.9D.9Gx9H.9Ex9Jx9N.9Ps9L>9M 9X$ 10£f®W, 
Sfi»ffi,BSJBSiJBEKAIM-9X(«ft^a^-«iW?»Bai»tt)

pn> 
Xn>LAU-68Aff5W891S,®SMfflffiL-3^5)89ttKftifiiS}2K88tt (Advanced Remote Weapon Station) W

Initial work on what would become the externally identical AIM-9M 
began in 1974. The program was formally initiated with award of a 
development contract March 1976 for the AIM-9L product 
improvement program (PIP). The first missile was fired in February 
1978 and the AIM-9M designation was assigned on 2 March 1978. 
Further improvements were indicated by ‘dash’ numbers, and the 
ultimate variant was the AIM-9M-10 with captive trainers reaching 
CATM-9M-34!
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JDAM (Joint Direct Attack Munition) add-on kits exist for a variety of bombs, 
including the 2,0001b Mk.84 GP bomb (and the externally identical BLU-117, 119 
& 121), and BLU-109 improved 2,000-lb penetration warhead. The main part of 
a JDAM add-on kit is the guidance and control section, which is mounted to the tail 
of the bomb body. This section houses the INS unit, the GPS receiver, the control 
electronics, and cruciform tailfins (three moving, one fixed) to steer the bomb. 
Additionally, strakes are fitted to the bomb body to enhance its stability and gliding 
capability.
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AN/ASQ-713 SAIP Pod 
s a ip

Mk.82 Bomb,Conical fin 
Mk82«te^W

GBU-12 Paveway II 
g bu -12

GBU-16 Paveway II 
g bu -16

(TARPS),

TARPS was carried on the rear left AIM-54 Phoenix station of the F- 
14 Tomcat but the placement neutralized the adjacent station.
The unit could be fitted or removed in 30 minutes. Designed for the 
low/medium altitude clear air reconnaissance role, TARPS 
consisted of a 17.29ft (5.27m) shell with a max width of 2.21ft 
(0.67m). Fully equipped weight was 1,7601b with a standard load 
consisting of a KS-87M conventional frame camera in the nose, with 
aKA-99 low altitude panoramic camera mounted at the mid-point. 
Next to the KA-99 was an AN/AAD-3A Infra-red scanner, for all- 
weather/all-hours reconnaissance missions.

The Mk.82 and its variants are 5001b (227kg) low-drag, general-purpose aircraft bombs containing 89kg of high 
explosive. Originally dropped as an unguided bomb (sometimes referred to as an 'iron' or 'dumb* bomb), early 
versions of the Mk 82 were only able to hit their target 5.5% of the time, requiring large numbers of bombs to be 
dropped. Guided versions, such as the GBU-12 or GBU-38/-54 use the bomb body of the Mk.82 as the payload.

m“WS88”ffltt,<4aHKll” »JtJft®7ffl*S!,iS«SK®«l7“H

Based this time on the Mk.82 500-lb general-purpose bomb entered into service 
c. 1976. Paveway II laser-guided bombs use what is known as "bang bang" 
guidance. This means the bomb's fins deflect fully, rather than proportionally when 
it is attempting to guide to the laser spot. We have supplied these fins open so you 
can show the weapon dropped and in flight. If not then you can remove the fins and 
add these to other aircraft as you decide.

Tactical Airborne Reconnaissance Pod 
System (TARPS)
TARPS
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AN/ALQ-167 Bullwinkle
AN/ALQ-167
The Bullwinkle pod developed by Rodale ™ for NATO’s Multiservice 
Electronic Warfare Support Group (MEWSG) represents the leading edge of 
Electronic Warfare (EW) technology. These compact and versatile pods are 
qualified on a wide variety of aircraft ranging from business jets to supersonic 
fighters. Applications include ECCM training, radar test and evaluation as 
well as tactical self-protection, escort and stand-off jamming. We have 
provided this as a modular system so please check your references to depict 
the pod of choice.
AN/ALQ-167

GBU-38(V)-1 USAF JDAM
GBU-38
The 500lb GBU-38(V)1 is the USAF variant of this Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) using the Mk.82 
warhead. JDAMs enable the demployment of accurate air-to-surface weapons against high priority fixed 
and relocatable targets from fighter and bomber aircraft. Guidance is facilitated through a tail control 
system and a GPS-aided INS. The navigation system is initialized by transfer alignment from the aircraft 
that provides position and velocity vectors from the aircraft systems.

^^n«x5{^?‘B®GBU-38friy^^^°^227^JTffi,®3^fl^W908^%^GBU-3r'^^nigifi»^®,'K^«
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AN/AAS-25 LANTIRN
AN/AAS-25
Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night is 
a combined AN/AAS-1 3 navigation and AN/AAS- 
14 targeting pod system. LANTIRN significantly increases 
the combat effectiveness of these aircraft, allowing them to 
fly at low altitudes, at night and all-weather to attack 
ground targets with a variety of precision-guided weapons. 
The basic AN/AAS-14 LANTIRN targeting pod was 
modified into the AN/AAS-25 LANTIRN Targeting System 
(LTS) for Tomcat use. The LTS featured a Global 
Positioning System and inertial measurement. We have 
provided you with a poseable model so you can show this 
unit in any mode.
KffiSteAN/AAQ-14 LANTIRN
SWOlSMW-Sft.fflfOi® F-
16C/D W F-15EOF-14 AN/AAQ-13
AN/AAQ-14 F-14 SMMK
7 GPS 
j£BMgiEol995 2 £, VF-103 F-14B

1995^3/3 21 
1996 % 6 3

The GBU-16 Paveway II is a laser-guided bomb based on 
the Mk.83 1,0001b general-purpose bomb, but with added laser seeker added to 
the nose section and "wings” added to a tail unit for steering and guidance. It was 
introduced into service around 1976. It is used by USAF. US Navy, US Marine 
Corps, and various NATO air forces.
For modelers, the Paveway II bomb has white packing material in the nose section 
which keeps the designator facing forward, horizontal and protected. When 
removed the nose droops towards the floor. This is something usually missed on 
models.
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Mobile Sea Range (MSR) and Service Aircraft Instrumentation Package 
(SAIP) pods. The MSR had four 'spike' sensors mounted in a '+’ configuration 
around the nose, the SAIP had four 'L' shaped pitot-like sensors in a similar 
configuration. Navy MSR pods were carried externally by the A-4, A-6E, A-7, 
AV-8, F-4, F-14, F/A-18, F-21 & C2/C7 (Kfir), P-3B/C, and S-3. We have 
provided this type for your models as they were used up to the mid 1990’s.
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